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Author's response to reviews:

The following formatting changes were done:
1) The text "Title" and "Authors" is removed from the title page;
2) The Author list is modified (removed two authors)
3) The Author qualifications are removed from the manuscript
4) Affiliations are written in the correct format
5) The Author e-mail are listed after the affiliation list
6) Capital letters to denote "corresponding author" are removed from the manuscript
7) Unnecessary capital letters are removed from headings
8) The title "Trial Registration" is added
9) Any highlighting/tracking is removed from the manuscript
10) The disclaimer is moved to the Acknowledgement
11) The references order is updated
12) Website title is moved from the text to the references
13) Section headings are not underlined
14) The discussion section is renamed as "Discussion and Conclusions"
15) Competing interests: the correct phrase is written in the manuscript
16) The figure section is renamed as "Figure legends"
17) The sub-headings "Interpretation" and "Limitations of the study" are removed from the manuscript